REVERSING BIONIC NEWSPEECH

Sex transition surgery

Newspeech has come to rule the world. Our radicalized emancipation colleagues are infusing
their angle into the blood-vessels of the West. Adolescents enter the operation theater male,
they leave supposedly “female”. Activists have crafted English words to meet their ends.
Here is a random article from the spin-doctors of trans-sexism and the way we can, by example, successfully turn it the other way around with an improved world-view.
We see an article on ABC News with transsexist terminology praising Biden’s revolutionary
policies:
“WASHINGTON, April 1st 2021 – The Pentagon on Wednesday swept away Trump-era
policies that largely banned transgender people from serving in the military, issuing
new rules that oﬀer them wider access to medical care and assistance with gender transition.
The new department regulations allow transgender people
who meet military standards to enlist and serve openly in
their self-identiﬁed gender, and they will be able to get medically necessary transition-related care authorized by law,
chief Pentagon spokesman John Kirby told reporters during a
brieﬁng.

The changes come after a two-month Pentagon review aimed at developing guidelines

for the new policy, which was announced by President Joe Biden just days after he took
oﬃce in January 2021.
Biden’s executive order overturned the Trump policy and immediately prohibited any
service member from being forced out of the military on the basis of gender identity. Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin then gave the Pentagon two months to ﬁnalize the more
detailed regulations that the military services will follow.
The new rules also prohibit discrimination based on gender identity. Their release Wednesday coincides with International Transgender Day of Visibility, and they will take
eﬀect in 30 days. Kirby said that will give the military services the time they need to update their policies and provide guidance to commanders.”
———- ———
Comment:
What is most oﬀensive in this article are the words “medically necessary transition-related
care authorized by law”.
They sound so considerate but they mean, of course, castration and gender-erasing procedures. And it is made to look like a safe and sound advance in medical science, highly necessary by objective standards.
This New Age view of the bionic man, welded together out of spare parts, is furiously contested in the medical community. It divides the country; this mental condition leads to an epidemic of suicides and other auto-aggressive behavior of the victims.
I use Bionic-puppy as my favorite Linux Operating System on my PC. Never knew that the mascot (see graphic) on my screensaver would ultimately come to look as
our children may: put together at the operation theater.
Those objective standards do not exist. The prejudices
have been written into the words without your noticing
it.
Therefore, let us rewrite this article the way we like it. After all, up to 98% of the victims get
over it as long as you do not aﬃrm it with so-called “necessary” procedures:
——

“WASHINGTON – With a mere pen-stroke on Wednesday, Joe Biden surprised friend and foe,
pushing the country to a new level of bitter antagonism. The policies of his democratically
elected predecessor that called for a more precise and more considerate attention to the
problems of gender suppression in the military, were swept away. New rules have emerged
that oﬀer victims of the trans-delusion wider access to each and every castration procedure
that the victims feel necessary. The Biden administration agrees with activist fringes who cry:
“only when injecting myself on a daily basis with anabolic steroids and other sex-inappropriate hormones, am I ﬁt for duty on the battleﬁeld. My body is not suitable as it is”.
The new department regulations allow gender-suppressed individuals who meet otherwise
military standards to enlist and serve in accordance to their delusional thoughts. The risk of
toxic levels of sex-inappropriate (anabolic) hormones on thoughts, physique, and erratic violent behavior under stress is to be dismissed, even though they are well documented by the
science of organic psychiatry.
Victims who suﬀer from the delusion will be able to undergo castration procedures authorized
by law, chief Pentagon spokesman John Kirby told reporters during a brieﬁng. Some body
parts can now be removed while others are added. The changes come after a two-month Pentagon review aimed at developing guidelines for the new policy, which was announced by
President Joe Biden as his number one priority, just days after he took oﬃce in January.
Biden’s executive order overturned the Trump-era policy and immediately prohibited any service member from being forced out of the military on the basis of psychiatric disorders in regard to faulty body image (dysmorphia). “With a penis, you may very well probably be a woman and most certainly have been all along”, assured Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin, giving
the Pentagon two months to ﬁnalize the more detailed regulations that the military services
will follow.
The new rules also prohibit hesitance based on psychiatric evaluation of recruits. Their release Wednesday coincides with International Gender Suppression Day, and they will take
eﬀect in 30 days. Kirby said that this will give the military services the time they need to update their policies and provide guidance to commanders. Psychiatry is on its transphobic way
out. The new administration policies boil down to “It is time to legalize and promote anabolic
steroids in the military. They are just medically necessary. It is time to oil the tanks and clean
up the shrinks.”
——
This is the same message but with a wording that aﬃrms the dormant normality in each individual. When consistently used, it oﬀers the possibility for the victims of the delusion to snap

out of it and leave this dark page of personal history behind them. Up to 98% get over it as
long as the body is not touched.
For young people, their leaving this particular sect is as hard as leaving any
other sect, especially when the sectarian images of “necessary” physical
change are becoming oﬃcial government policy as a result of newspeech.
Their recovery should be the measure of all things, not the plight of individuals who are still stuck in the confusion. Oﬀering the leavers no appropriate
language is the true discrimination in this battleﬁeld of the bionic people.

To be continued.
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